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1. Let ga = ga(x) be the Bessel kernel of order ex, 0<o: < + <*>, on 
Rn; ga is the Fourier transform of (27r)~n/2(l +1 f 12)~al\ For \<p < oo, 
we define a capacity Ba%p (referred to as Bessel capacity) : for A QRn, 

B(A) = BatP(A) =inf I f(%Y dx 

the infimum being taken over all functions ƒ in Lp = Lp(R
n)—positive 

functions in the Lebesgue class—such that ga * fix) è 1 for all 
XELA. The capacities B^fP have been studied extensively in [4]. I t 
is an easy consequence of the definition of Ba,P that : Ba>p(A) = 0 if and 
only if there is an / £ L j such that ga * f(x) = + co on A. 

Variants of the Bessel capacities occur for instance in [ l ] , [3], 
[5]-

Our purpose here is to announce results on the relations between 
the B's for various pairs (a, p). We say that the Bessel capacity B 
is stronger than the Bessel capacity B* (written BrZ^.B) if B(A)~0 
always implies B'(A)=0. If in addition, there is a set A such that 
B(A)>0 but B'(A) - 0 we say B is strictly stronger than B' (B'-<B). 
These are the relations between B and B'. If both B'^LB and BZ^LB' 

hold, we say B is equivalent to B' (B~Bf). In addition to the relations 
among the I^s, we also give some results concerning relations between 
Bessel capacities, Hausdorff measures, and classical capacities 
(Ck below). These classical capacities can be viewed as a special case 
of general Lp-capacities of [4] when p = 1 or p = 2. 

Notation, wei B= weight of Ba,p — ap\ ord 5 = order of Ba,P=a; 
ind JB = index of Ba,p=(a, p). By (a, £)-<(j8, q) we shall mean either 
ap<f3q, or ap=Pq and a<j3. 

2. The principal result is 

THEOREM 1. If B and Bf are two Bessel capacities, 
(i) B'-<B if and only if ind j B ^ i n d B and wei B' ^n. 
(ii) B'~B if and only if ind B' = ind B or wei B and wei Bf>n. 
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Let k = k(r), r = | x\, be a nonincreasing lower semicontinuous func
tion on [O, + oo ) (referred to as a kernel). Define the classical capacity 

C*0O = sup||M | |i, 

the supremum being over all positive Radon measures with finite 
total variation \\fi\\i and whose supports are in the given compact set 
K. Cfc denotes the usual extension of Ck to an outer capacity. 

We are interested in k(r) = ga,<zM = £<*(ƒ) -lq{r), where lq(r) 
= (log l/r)q"2 for 0 < f ^ f o < l and constantly equal to lq(r0) for 
r>r0. For this choice of k we denote C* by Biatq). 

THEOREM 2. (i) If ap = n, 

(a) Kp<q<<x> implies B(ntq)I<BatP; 
(b) Kq<p<co implies BalPZ^.B(ntq). 

(ii) If ap<n, 
(a) 2^P<q<co implies B(ap,q)^±Ba,P; 
(b) 1 < q < p ^ 2 implies Ba>p^B(ap, q). 

The relation B(aPiq)Z<BafP for ap<n, l<p<q<2, is false in con
trast to (i). An example showing this can easily be constructed using 
[6]. 

If h = h(r) is nondecreasing with h(0) = 0, the Hausdorff ^-measure 
is defined as 

Hh(A) = lim inf £ Ku) 

the infimum being over countable covers of A by balls of radius 
r»^€, e>0 . 

THEOREM 3. (i) Ifap = n, 

B«,p z< Hh, /of h(r) = (log l/f)i-p ( O ^ r ^ i ) , 

Hhz<Ba,P1 for h{r) = (log 1/r)1^, 1< ƒ> < q < « . 

(ii) Ifap<nf 

Ba,p 2< 27*, /or *(f) = fw"ap (0 g f ^ fo < 1), 

Hh^Ba.p, for h(r) = f*-«*(log l /f)1" ' , ? > p. 

In Theorem 1 and parts (i)(a), (ii)(a) and (b) of Theorem 2, the 
relation I< can be replaced by an inequality of the type: B'(A) 
^QB(A), for all A(ZRn, Q a constant independent of A. Inequalities 
of this type imply: B'(A) = + °° implies B(A) = + °°. In part (i)(b) 
of Theorem 2, the Q may depend on the diameter of A. In Theorem 3, 
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Hh < °° is sufficient for B = 0. 

3. The two principal ingredients that go into proving Theorem 1 in 
the case wei J3 = wei B''<n are possibly of interest in themselves. 

THEOREM 4. Let kx and k2 be kernels and /x a positive Radon measure. 
Define u(x) =ki* (fe2 * M ) 1 ' ^ 1 ^ ) ; then, for all x, 

u{x) S Qli(t>-1) sup u(y), 1 < p < 2, 
yGSupp M 

u(x) ^ Q sup u(y), 2 g p < oo. 
î/GSupp /* 

JFZere Q is a constant depending only on ny the dimension of Rn. Further
more, in all cases u(x) S sup „eCo(Supp M) u(y)-

THEOREM 5. Letf=f(x) be a nonnegative, extended real-valued mea
surable function on Rn, then 

h«r*f<l^Q\\ftT\\ga*f\\:, 
with Q a constant independent of f and 0<p< <*>, l ^ g ^ o o , 0 < r < l , 
0</— T<p(l— r), and l/r=(t—r)/p+r/q. Here \\-\\P denotes the 
usual norm in Lp. 

Details of the above theorems will appear elsewhere along with 
construction of the Cantor sets needed to get the relation -< in 
Theorem 1. 
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